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Personal information leaked to third-parties A cyber expert who managed to break the PSN and Xbox
LIVE networks on several occasions released a trove of personal information for more than 100,000
people. As of October 2014, a government-led investigation has already confirmed that the reported

breach was a case of a company employee's mishandling of client information. Sony has responded to
these events by asserting that the personal information leaked was client data, not customer data.

According to media reports, the "breach" appears to have involved an employee of the company who
was caught trying to sell the data. The personal information leaked includes names, ages, addresses,
home phone numbers, work phone numbers, and date of birth. The data breach also affected family

members of the victims by sending the information to the wrong addresses. This issue affected the users
of Sony's online network, since it was used to create accounts for new players of Sony's games. See also

2013 in cybercrime Online privacy Sony Pictures Entertainment Xbox LIVE PlayStation Network
References External links Cyber Security Forum Sony Network Security AllSecure LLC Sony Customer

Relations Service and Warranty Service and Support Category:2013 crimes in Japan Category:2013
scandals Category:Computer security Category:Cybercrime Category:Man-made disasters in Japan

Category:Mass data breaches Category:Misconduct Category:Online databases Category:Personal data
Category:Scandals in Japan Category:Sony by the player as of the first fully official class of 2011. When
I started playing the game, I put up a little message on a wall with my name, the game, and the date. I’d

update it every day. I’d also text my friends: How’s the game? How’s the team? What did I do today? The
messaging app was a small thing I loved, but I didn’t realize at the time that it’s essentially a series of sets

of rules written in the most absurd, confusing way imaginable. And just like that, I entered into the
system. I was the first person to do so. I created an avatar. I wore a digital record of my character

around, a little piece of my own identity, like a mascot or a stamp. And I would talk about the game that
way, as if I had a face. I would tweet things like
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